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Assrnlcr

Helvite and danalite occur at rron Mountain in Sierra and Socorro counties, south-
western New Mexico, in a metamorphic contact zone between paleozoic limestone and
Tertiary rhyolites and granites. The host rock is a dark, banded tactite composed chiefly
of magnetite, fluorite, chlorite, and diopside. The most coarsely crystallized hervite at
fron Mountain is amber to mahogany colored. G : 3.334, n : 1.7 46.
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164 J. J. GI,ASS, R. E. JAHNS, AND R. E. STEVENS

A staining method for distinguishing the members of the helvite group from the garnets

is given.
The helvite group consists of three isomorphous species: helvite, MnaBeaSiaOrzS;

danalite Fe4BessLor2s; and genthelvite, ZnrBeasiaorzS. The name genthelvite is here given

to the zinc member in honor of the memory of Frederick A. Genth who first described this

species in 1892. The only known occurrence is West Cheyenne Caiion, El Paso County,

Colorado. Genthelvite is isometric, tetrahedral. Pale rose-red' G:3.66' n:l'7M.

Analyses of members of the helvite group are assembled, together with determined

indices <jf relraction for all available material. Correlation of variations in specific gavities

and indices of refraction with chemical composition is shown on a three component dia-

gram. Measured values of d0 are given.

The properties of the three end members are:

MnrBeaSiaOr:S
FerBesSiaOr:S
Zn4BesSi30uS

INrnooucrroN

The contact deposits of iron and other metals on Iron Mountain in

the northern Sierra Cuchillo, southwestern New Mexico, have been

known and repeatedly examined by prospectors for many years. The

presence there of several unusual minerals was first noted in 1926 by

T. C. Parker, at that time principal claim owner in the area, but it was

not unti l November 1941, when L. W. Strock (30) announced his dis-

covery of beryllium in certain of the ores, and his identification of the

chief beryllium-bearing mineral as helvite, that the attention of the

geologists was focused upon these deposits. A detailed examination o{ the

clistrict was made by the Geological survey during the summer and fall

oM42, and the more significant minerals have been studied in the

laboratory.

OccunnBNcr

Iron Mountain is a high ridge that forms the north end of the Sierra

Cuchillo in Sierra and Socorro Counties, New Mexico (Fig. 1). It is

located nine miles north of Winston (Fairview), the nearest town, and

33 miles northwest of Hot Springs, from which it can be reached over

e fair gravel road (State Route 52).
The mountain, which is elongate north and south, is a narrow' tilted

fault block, and the faceted spurs along its western base are conspicuous

featuies. It consists of Paleozoic limestone and associated minor sandy

and shaly beds that dip rather uniformly east at moderate angles. These

sedimentary rocks have been cut by many dikes and irregular plugs of

rhyolite and coarsely porphyritic rhyolite, and by younger sills and dikes

of aplite and fine-grained granite, all of which are believed to be of

Helvite
Danalite
Genthelvite

G

3 . 2 0
3 .35
3 . 7 0

n a o

|  . 728  8 .27
1 . 7 7 1  8 . 1 8
r . 7 4 0  8 . 1 0
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Frc. 1. Topographic map of Iron Mountain, showing localities from which well-

formed specimens of helvite, danalite, idocrase, and pink epidotes have been obtained.

Inset shows location of Iron Mountain in Sierra and Socorro Counties, southwestern New

Mexico.
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Tertiary age. As a result of this igneous activity the more susceptible
strata were recrystallized, as well as locally reconstituted, to form iron-
poor and iron-rich silicate rocks. Chief among the iron-poor contact
rocks, which occur in the "zone of the light-colored silicates" of Hess and
Larsen (14), are dense, homogeneous, fine-grained granulites that con-
tain varying proportions of qttartz, diopside, clinozoisite, wollastonite,
and plagioclase of bytownite-anorthite composition. The iron-rich
silicate rock, or tactite, locally contains appreciable amounts of beryl-
lium and tungsten and is, therefore, of economic as well as scientific in-
terest.

The more common variety of tactite is a black to greenish, massively
bedded magnetite-andradite rock which was formed through the re-
placement of limestone. ft represents an early-stage product of pyro-
metasomatism. Bodies of massive tactite range from a few inches to
a hundred feet or more in width; the largest of these lie along the crest
and high on the slopes of fron Mountain.

A second variety of tactite is a conspicuously banded rock, to which
the name "ribbon rock" has been given (17). Ribbon rock is a garnet-
poor, magnetite-fluorite tactite in which layers of magnetite alternate
with layers composed of fluorite and silicate minerals. Two distinct
varieties of ribbon rock occur at Iron Mountain. (1) A dark, beryllium-
rich variety containing 15 to 20 per cent helvite (30) (Fig. 2) forms small
bodies in Discovery Gulch, a narrow canyon east of Brown City (a
temporary mining camp), as well as on the west slope of the mountain
about three-tenths of a mjle north of Brown City. (2) A lighter-colored
tapestry variety (Fig. 3) that contains a small amount of beryllium-bear-
ing minerals, including an average of less than one-half of one per cent
helvite and danalite, is widely distributed in the North End area; the
largest bodies are exposed on the west side of the mountain and on the
ridge crest about one mile northeast of Brown City. The ribbon rock
bodies are roughly lense-shaped or finger-like, trend about parallel with
the strike of the original beds and dip eastward in crude conformity
with the beds. A distinct boundary can be seen between the ribbon rock
and the massive tactite and granulite, but the ribbon rock grades into
recrystallized limestone through contact zones several inches wide. Where
ribbon rock and massive tactite are both present, the massive tactite
tends to occur between the ribbon rock and the nearest intrusive qontact,
thus the ribbon rock lies between earlier-formed massive tactite and re-
crystallized limestone. It appears to be a product of late-stage hydro-
thermal action.

Immediately following, and perhaps in part contemporaneous with
the action of ordinary silication, hydrothermal solutions penetrating
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along fractures introduced abundant fluorine and appreciable amounts
of manganese, iron, zinc, beryllium, boron, and other elements. Most of
the helvite and danalite, beryllium-bearing grossularite and idocrase, and
members of the pink epidote group appear to have been formed during
this relatively Iate stage. During a still later stage, other minerals such as
chalcedony and zeolites were formed.

Hnrvrm

General Statement

The helvite at Iron Mountain has been described by Strock (30), but
additional information has been obtained by the Geological Survey from
a recent field study of the district and from detailed laboratory study
of the mineral and its associates. The rapidly increasing interest in hel-
vite and its possibilities as a source of beryllium make it advisable to
present the new geologic, mineralogic, and chemical data secured during
the course of studies by the United States Geological Survey.

The chemical composition of the helvite group of minerals is expressed
by the general formula RaBeaSisOrzS. The group is a three component
one, the composition of whose members can be interpreted as varying
mixtures of the three theoretical end-members or components

MnrBerSirOrzS
FerBeaSiaOr:S
Zn4BesSisol2S

None of these three end members is known to occur in nature in a pure
state. All the known members contain both manganese and iron in
varying quantities and in half of them zinc also is present. ft is possible
that many of the helvites for which no zinc is reported rn the analyses
may actually contain small quantities of zinc.

The atomic ratio of beryllium remains fixed, as indicated in the three
formulas given, and the percentages of BeO in any mixture of these
three components should lie within the very narrow range from'12.58
to 13.52. That the actual analytical figures transgress these theoretical
Iimiting values may be due either to impurities in the sample analyzed
or to slight analytical errors. Bowley (2) comments that the numerous
complex formulas suggested for this series "are based on incorrect analy-
tical figures, due, in many cases, to incomplete separation of beryllium
from manganese, iron, and zinc.t'

In consequence of the varying quantities of Mn, Fe, and Zn, the physi-
cal properties of members of the group vary with the chemical composi-
tion. The determined specific gravities of members of the helvite group
range from 3.16 to 3.66 and the determined indices of refraction from

167
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Frc. 2. Dark, beryllium-bearing ribbon rock tactite from Discovery Gulch, Iron
Mountain, New Mexico. Black areas are fine-grained silicates stained with manganese
oxide; gray areas are magnetite; grayish, irregular podJike areas are helvite; and the white
patches and thin veinlets are fluorite. (Natural size.)

Frc. 3. Ribbon rock tactite from North End area. Iron Mountain. New Mexico.
White veinlets and vug fillings are fluorite in which is embedded small crystals of helvite
and beryllium-bearing grossularite. Gray ground-mass is an intimate intergrowth of mag-
netite, fluorite and silicates. (Natural size.)
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L.728 to 1.765, a value probably too high. In the last part of this paper
an attempt is made to correlate the varying specific gravities and indices
of refraction with chemical composition for all known members of the
helvite group.

Di.scoaery Gulch Deposits

Most of the known coarsely crystalline helvite (Fig. 2) occurs at Dis-
covery Gulch in small bodies of tactite along a contact between recrystal-
Iized limestone and a plug of coarsely porphyritic rhyolite. Smaller
amounts have been found in tactite lenses that lie in recrystallized lime-
stone at and near contacts with masses of aplite and fine-grained granite.
The iron-rich host rock for the helvite (Fig. 2) is composed rather uni-
formly of magnetite and fluorite, with minor amounts of biotite, chlorite,
and diopside. Garnet is rare to absent. The tactite is characteristically
layered, with crenulated parallel laminae that locally are concentric
about aggregates of solid magnetite or more commonly crystalline fluo-
rite. These bands range in width from 0.05 mm. to 10 mm., with a pre-
vailing average of about 0.2 mm. Some consist of solid helvite, but most
helvite-bearing layers are aggregates of fluorite and helvite; the inter-
vening layers are solid magnetite or biotite-chlorite aggregates 3 to 10
mm. thick. Irregular pods of coarsely crystallized helvite, wjth maximum
dimensions of 1 inch by 3 inches by 4 inches, are present but are not com-
mon. Although helvite locally constitutes as much as half the rock, it
is generally present in much smaller quantities, even in the richest ore
shoots.

North End. Deposits

A small quantity of helvite from the Lower Star body, North Ehd area,
has an index of refraction (1.737) lower than that of the more typical and
more abundant helvite from Discovery Gulch, and indicates a higher
manganese and lower iron-plus-zinc content. These lower index grains
were found in crushed material and their association is not known.

Properties

The helvite from Discovery Gulch is amber-brown to mahogany-red
(Ridgway's Color Standard) with a vitreous to resinous luster. Much of
it is stained dark brown or nearly black by iron and manganese oxides.
Most of the helvite is massive, but well-formecl crystals occur in vugs,
commonly associated with comb qtartz and fluorite. Simple tetrahedra
though not rare are less common than the combination of positive and
negative tetrahedra. On many crystals the positive and negative faces
are so equally developed that perfect octahedra have resulted. Although
most of the crystals are less than 4 mm. in diameter, some reach dimen-

r69
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sions as great as 12 mm. (| inch) on an edge. Fine and evenly spaced
striations appear on some of the crystal faces. The mineral has a hardness
of about 6, but because of its brittleness it appears to be much softer.
Cleavage is absent or at most very poorly developed. The helvite from
Discovery Gulch deposit seems to be uniform and constant in composi-
tion and properties. The specific gravity of the analyzed sample is 3.334,
and its index of refraction is 1.746 for sodium light. By contrast the
minerals of the helvite group from the North End deposits vary con-
siderably in their indices.

Helvite resembles garnet, and it is possible that this beryllium-bearing
mineral has been overlooked or mistaken for garnet in other contact
metamorphic deposits. The chief properties that distinguish helvite from
the typical andradite garnet of the Iron Mountain area are its tetrahedral
habit, hardness of only 6, and lower specific gravity. The associated
andradite is liver-brown to greenish-yellow or pale canary-yellow, shows

Taslr 1. Anar-vsrs or Hnrvrrn lnorr Drscovenv Gur-cr. fnon MouNrlrN. Soconno exn
Srrnna. CouNrrrs, Nnw Mrxrco

Rollin E. Stevens, analyst

Analysis Atomic Ratios

sio:
A12os

BeO

MnO
FeO
ZnO
CaO
Mgo

TiOz
HrO

Less O: S

31 .54
. J I

1 3 . 6 0

2 6 . 5 1
18.02
5  . 6 1
7 . 6 2 1

None

5 . 3 4

.01

.06

102.68
2 . 6 7

100.01

.5251

.0073

.5324

.5436

.3738

.2508

.0689

.0289

, a n A

.1665

3.00 si3
3.06 Bes

4.O7 (Mn, Fe, Zn)a
.94  S

Formula: (Mn, Fe, Zn)rBesSisOr:S
1 The unusually high calcium content is due partly to the presence of a few fragments

of fluorite.
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abnormal double refraction, and has an index of refraction ranging from
1.865 to 1.885. Helvite dissolves slowly in boiling hydrochloric acid
(1:1), forming a silica gel and hydrogen sulfide, whereas garnet is very
difficultly soluble in acid and neither gelatinizes nor yields hydrogen
sulfide.

The most coarsely crystallized and most highly concentrated mahog-
any red type of helvite from an exploration pit in Discovery Gulch
was analyzed. The rock from which the mineral was taken is a mag-
netite-rich tactite composed of.68iVo magnetite, 18/6 fluorite, and 13|/6
helvite.

The sample was carefully prepared, first by crushing and screening to
remove the fine powder, then by removing the magnetite with a magnet
and the fluorite with heavy solutions, and last by carefully hand picking
only the grains with bright luster.

Daxartrr,

North End. Deposits

The danalite from the North End Deposits occurs chiefly in the ribbon
rock (Fig. 3) that lies relatively low on the west slope (Fig. 1) of the
north end of Iron Mountain. This ribbon rock, composed essentially
of magnetite, fluorite, biotite, and chlorite, has a reddish or a dark green
groundmass with white to pale yellow bands 0.1 mm. to 3 or 4 mm. wide,
which are either straight or curved but generally arranged concentrically
about cores filled with aggregates oI fluorite crystals. The banding may
be ascribed to a diffusion effect, involving solutions that worked outward
from fractures and "open" bedding planes. In places the thicker layers
and fluorite-filled vugs contain scattered crystals of danalite. The ribbon
rock bears a remarkable resemblance in structure and in composition to
the orbicular contact rock of Brooks Mountain, Seward peninsula,
Alaska, described by Knopf (18).

Properties

The danalite is pale creamy yellow to honey-yellow. The crystals show
rounded dodecahedral form and are embedded in fluorite aggregates,
commonly in intimate association with grossularite from which it is not
readily distinguishable. under the microscope both danalite and the
associated grossularite show optical anomalies. The index of refraction of
the danalite is variable, ranging from 1.750 to 1.759, a little lower than
that for the grossularite, which also has variable index, 1.765 to 1.77 S.

rt was not possible to obtain enough of this danalite for chemical analy-
sis but its relatively high index of refraction shows that it must be high in
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iron and close to the iron end component, as spectrographrc tests show

that zinc is absent.
The relations between the danalite and grossularite in the North End

ribbon rock seriously complicate field identification, because these two

minerals not only look alike, but, unlike the widely separated andradite

and helvite at Discovery Gulch, they commonly occur together' The

dodecahedral habit of the crystals is the same for both minerals. with

occasionally less distinct faces on the danalite. Both minerals have th6

same color. Some of the crystals of grossularite have a brilliant luster, but

not all of it is transparent and glossy;much of it is translucent and brittle

like the danalite.
Distinctions between the two minerals may be made with a petro-

graphic microscope by immersing the grains in a liquid of index 1.760;

grains of lower index are danalite and grains of higher index are grossu-

larite. The distinction may also be made by means of a staining method.

A lump of the rock or a polished surface cut parallel to the vein where

flat aggregates of crystals are exposed may be used. Staining of the

smoothly polished surfaces of specimens will clearly show the relation

oI the danalite to the grossularite. Examples of what appeared to be

complete or nearly complete replacement of grossularite by danalite

have been noted in several specimens. If replacement has actually taken

place the dodecahedral form of the grossularite may have been inherited

by the danalite.

SrerNrNc MBrnon ron DrsrrNcursrrrNc MBMsrns or rHE

Hrrvrrn GnouP lRoM THE Ganxers

A successful staining method for the identification of the helvite group

has been developed by John w. Gruner at the laboratories of the uni-

versity of Minnesota for Continental Machines, Inc., Minneapolis, Min-

nesota, who own claims at Iron Mountain, New Mexico. We quote from

their report:

,.The mineral resembles garnet in several respects and can be easily confused with it

especially in small grains and in those of microscopic size. Since garnet is a very common

constituent in the rocks of this area (Iron Mountain, New Mexico), it becomes quite diffi-

cult to judge a sample of ore as to its possible or probable content of beryllium. The diffi-

culty is increased by the fact that chemical analyses for beryllium are long and tedious if

any accuracy is desired.
,,For practical purposes of finding ore, it should not be necessary to analyze for beryl-

lium chemically, except for checking results. If the grains of helvite can be made visible

easily, either to the naked eye or under the microscope, they can be counted and their ratio

to the number of grains of the gangue determined.
,,Such a method has been developed and checked by literally hundreds of tests and

many chemical analyses, It is quick and simple and absolutely foolproof. A very small
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representative sample of the powdered or crushed rock is put in a small 50 cc. glass beaker

and enough dilute HzSOr (one acid to five water) is added to cover the sample. A pinch of

arsenic trioxide (AssOs) is added, and the solution is boiled for about one to two minutes.

The acid is then decanted and the powder is washed with water a couple of times by de-

canting. The contents of the beaker still covered by a little water are examined under the

binocular microscope. Any helvite present will be stained a brilliant canary yellow. This

stain is arsenic sulfide (AszSr). This test is so sensitive that one grain oI helvite can be found

among thousands of gangue minerals. Should it happen that the gangue were ail yellow

garnet, the canary yellow could still be spotted. If there were any doub t, metal'l,ie antimony

could be substi.ruted for the arsenic trioxide in test above. A brilliant red would stain the

helvite then. This stain is antimony sulfide (Sbrst."

AssocrerBo MrNBnars

The tactite zones at fron Mountain have yielded more than fifty
mineral species. Only those minerals that show beryllium in traces or
more and that have been found associated with helvite and danalite are
considered in this paper. A paper that contains a summary of all minerals
recognized in the Iron Mountain deposits is in preparation.

Garnets

The associated garnets, andradite and grossularite, have already been
mentioned. The variable index of refraction of the grossularite from the

North End area is too high for normal grossularite and too low for normal

spessartite or andradite. Although qualitative analysis shows that it con-
tains manganese and iron, the iron-rich environment might well favor the
predominance o{ the andradite molecule. Three different samples of iso-

lated well-Iormed crystals of the grossularite, according to spectrographic
examination by L. W. Strock, showed 0.0870,0.I37o, and 0.19/6 BeO.

These samples were taken from the helvite-grossularite zone, but not
from immediate association with helvite-bearing veinlets. These results
suggest that the grossularite in the North End area is beryllium-bearing.
Further investigation of this garnet is in progress at present.

I do cr as e (a es uvian'ite)

Fibrous, beryllium-bearing idocrase is widely but sparingly distributed
throughout the ribbon rock tactite, and occurs in larger concentrations in
a heavily mineralized garnetiferous tactite high on the west slope of the
North Peak (Fig. 1). It occurs also in fluorite-rich tactite in the lower
part of Discovery Gulch.

The idocrase forms small, colorless to pale green or very pale yellow
radiating aggregates of slender prismatic crystals in clusters ranging
from 3 to 10 mm. in length.

Table 2 shows the opticai properties of specimens from two widely
separated localit ies (Fig. 1).

r73
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Tlsr,B 2. Oprrcer Pnopnnrrrs ol Brnvr,r,ruu-Bnarnc Inocnesr
lnou InoN Mour.rrlrN, Nnw Mnxrco

Locality

G

@

B
Sig"
2V (abnormal)

Tetrag.
| . 7 r r
1  .718
.007

0" to 7o

Tetrag.
| . 7 1 2
r .722
.010

5" to 6o

Tetrag.
1 . 7 0 3
1 .709

.006

Tetrag.
1 .705
1 .710
.005

North Peak (West Side) Pit near North End Peak

The optical data agree with those for beryllium-bearing idocrase from
Franklin, New Jersey (24) (e :1.700, a:I.712), the redetermined beryl-
lium content of which has not as yet been published.

Tasln 3, cnrurcar Arer,vsrs or Brnvr,rruu-Bnenrnc roocnasE r.RoM rnoN MouNrarN.
Srrnnl mlo Soconno CouNrrrs, Now Mrxrco

-"ttt" 
". 

tt""""r, 
__

SiOz
AlzOa
FezOs
FeO
BeO
Mgo

CaO
NarO
K:O
HrO-

HzO*
Tio,
F
MnO
ZnO
BsOt

- o : F

36 . r9
13 .36
4 .  1 5
2 . 1 5
1 .09*
2 .42

32.O2
.22
.05
.43
.60

Trace
3 . 2 2
4 . 4 8

.43

. 1 1

too.92
1 . 3 6

99.56

* Average of two determinations, 1.07/s and l.l\/s.
Specific gravity slightly greater than 3.3. e :1.711, a:1.718.
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A chemical analysis was made on carefully selected and purified ma-
terial from North Peak. First the magnetite lvas removed from the
crushed sample by use of an alnico hand magnet; then the minerals
Iighter than idocrase were floated off by heavy solutions; the concen-
trate, consisting of idocrase, garnet, and a few grains of fluorite, was sepa-
rated by use of the Frantz isodynamic electro-magnet; and the final con-
centrate was then hand-picked. The results of the analysis are given in
Table 3:

Spectrographic examination shows the Be, B, and Zn lines to be slight-
ly stronger for the idocrase from near the North Peak, than for that near
the North End Peak (Fig. 1). X-ray diffraction patterns are identical,
and, though these patterns do not agree entirely with patterns of known
specimens of idocrase, it is believed that the difference may be due to
minute inclusions of extraneous material, or to slight alteration of the
mineral itself.

The minerals associated with the North Peak idocrase, which in places
forms about 2 to 3/e of the rock mass, are magnetite, approximately
60/6; fl'torite, 34/6; chlorite, garnet, iron oxides, etc., 3/6; and tilleyite
and rhodochrosite, I/6. The material examined represents selected speci-
mens. Random samples from the same area would show a higher percent-

age of magnetite and a lower percentage of fluorite; garnet would equal

or exceed the amount of fluorite.
Selected hand specimens Irom the North End Peak locality contain

magnetite and fluorite in almost equal proportions. Chlorite is more

abundant than it is in the North Peak deposit, and garnet is less abun-

dant. No other minerals have been observed with the idocrase. At the
North End Peak locality the material is apparently fresher and more
coarsely crystallized.

Pi.nk Epidotes

Pink to red members of the epidote group, ranging from pink zoisite
(thulite) to piedmontite, are widely distributed throughout the iron-poor
silicate rocks of Iron Mountain (Fig. 1). Thin blades of yellowish-green
epidote and pale brown to colorless zoisite are commonly associated with
the pink minerals. These pink minerals occur as incrustations on fracture
faces in a fine-grained greenish-gray quartz-pyroxene-clinozoisite granu-

lite, forming typical radiating sheaflike aggregates. Some of the crystals
of the piedmontite variety show a regular succession of growth ridges

along their length that correspond in position and in outline to traces of
repeated terminations. fn some crystals the characteristic deep rhodo-
nite-pink color fades to pinkish-brown toward the end farthest from the

center of the cluster.

l / J
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Frc. 4. Radial growth of pink zoisite (thulite) and clinozoisite with zeolites on sur-
face of fine-grained clinozoisite-diopside granulite. Many of the needles of pale green
clinozoisite change toward their outer ends into thulite ( X3).

The optical data (Table 4) show a gradation from pink zoisite through
pink clinozoisite to piedmontite. The variation in optical data shown in
the study made by Schaller and Glass (27) based on samples that repre-
sent 14 localities from 12 states shows a continuous gradation from
low-index pink zoisite to pink clinozoisite.

Table 4 shows the optical properties of two examples each of the low-
index pink zoisite, the intermediate clinozoisite, and the highest-index
piedmontite. Additional laboratory data show a continuous progression
in optical variation from the lowest to the highest readings shown in the
table below. The map (Fig. 1) indicates the distribution of some of the
pink epidotes in the fron Mountain area.

Most of the pink zoisite (thulite) occurs on the ridge south of Discov-
ery Gulch (Fig. 1), where it is found encrusted on greenish-grdy, iron-
poor granulite and is associated with pink clinozoisite and colorless to
brown zoisite. Pink clinozoisite is more widely distributed and occurs
everywhere with the other varieties. Piedmontite is found most abun-
dantly in the North Peak area. Although it is the richest in manganese
and iron, this mineral falls in the lower end of the piedmontite ranqe of
indices of refraction.
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TlsrE 4. Oprrcar, Pnopnttrns or PrNr Zotsttn, Cr,rNozotsrrn, aNo PrnouoNurE rRoM

InoN MouNrerN, Nnw Mrxrco

Zoisite
Ridge South of

Discovery Gulch

t . 7 t l

0 . 0 1 1
+

Strong r <1)
X:P ink ;  Y :Cs. ;

Z:Yel.

Clinozoisite
All localities

Piedmontite
Canyon near

North End Peak

a

p
^{
B
Sign
2V
Disp.
Pleoc .

1 .700
1 .705
0.007

f

30'

1 . 7 1 6
t . 7 2 2
1  . 7 2 6
0 . 0 1 0

. 7 2 5

. 7  3 0
1 .7+0
0 .015

-r

mod. variable
X : Y e l ;  Y : C s . ;

Z:Pink

|  . 7 2 5  1 . 7 2 7
1 . 7 3 0

I  7 q q

0.030 0.028

80'
+
75"

+
70'
r>1 )

+
75'
r > v

X:Ye l ;  Y :P ink ;

Z:Red (strong)

Note : Cs. : colorless; Yel. :yellow.

A spectrographic examination of the pink epidotes showed a trace of

beryllium.
Tilleyite

Patches of a white mineral that resemble drusy qrartz but about as

hard as calcite were found in cracks and cavities in a sample of greenish

tactite from the west slope of North Peak. The sample was collected be-

cause it contained an unusually large amount of pale green idocrase. The

harder part of the sample is composed of yellowish-green andradite and

magnetite, with a small patch of glassy clear fluorite. The white mineral

has the optical properties of tillevite. It is biaxial with large positive axial

angle, and shows weak dispersion, r(4. Indices of refraction:. a:1.616,
g:1.635, ?: 1.651. The mineral effervesces in hydrochloric acid l ike cal-

cite and forms a silica gel. Spectrographic examination showed a trace of

beryllium. Because oI the small amount of material, no further study was

made.
Thuringite (Chlorite)

A pale green to dark green brittle chlorite with pearly luster is found

closely associated with coarsely crystallized fluorite in pods in the ribbon

rock and in places with the grossularite. Spectrographic examination of

the chlorite showed distinct beryllium lines. Other observed data cor-

respond to normal thuringite.

TnB HBrvrrE GRoUP

The helvite group consists of three isomorphous species whose chemical

composition is expressed by the general formula, RrBeaSiaOrzS, with
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R:Mn in helvite, Fe in danalite, and Zn in genthelvite; that is, the end
members of the group are

Helvite
Danalite
Genthelvite

MnrBesSiaOr2S
FelBesSiBOlrS

ZnrBeeSiaOrzS

The last name, genthelvite, is here given to the essentially zinc mem-
ber of the helvite group, found in Colorado many years ago and described
by Genth (8) in 1892. It is fitting that this mineral species bear the name
of Genth. The name genthite has already been used to refer to a nickel-
bearing deweylite. Therefore, we take pleasure in naming the zinc
member of the helvite group genthehite, and in this way honoring the
memory of Frederick A. Genth, who first described the species.

The helvite group is generally recognized as a three-component svs-
tem, although later writers seem to have overlooked the published (1892)
analysis of a "danalite" that contained a high percentage of zinc. The
zinc component has been mentioned by Goldschmidt (9), Bowley (2),
and others, but particularly by Pauling (25) who explains the higher
specific gravity (3.427) of the danalite from Rockport, Mass., over that
of helvite (3.23 calculated) as due to the presence of about 40 per cent of
the zinc end member. The only known occurrence of genthelvite is West
Cheyenne Caflon, near St. Peter's Dome, El Paso County, Colorado, and
the only known existing specimen is in the Genth Collection at Pennsyl-
vania State College, State College, Pennsylvania. A brief summary of the
essential properties of this mineral, taken in part from Genth,s descrip-
tion, is as follows:

Genthelvite, ZnrBeaSiaOuS. fsometric, tetrahedral.
Forms: d{110}, olllll, o'll1ll. No cleavage observed.
Pale rose-red to brownish owing to slight oxidation.
Isotropic, n:1.7M. G.:3.66. Transparent and nearly colorless in thin fragments.
Decomposed by acid, and in general resembles danalite.

None of the three minerals of the helvite group is known to occur in
nature in the pure state; all contain both manganese and iron, and half
of them also contain zinc. The helvite (analyses I and 2, Table 5) from
Amelia, Virginia, contains the greatest quantity (96 per cent) of the man-
ganese component; the danalite from Cornwall, the greatest quantity
(70 per cent) of the iron component; and the genthelvite from Colorado
the greatest quantity (85 per cent) of the zinc component. As the name
helvite refers to members of the helvite group that consist dominantly
of the manganese component MnnBerSisOrzS, the name danalite should
be restricted to those members oI the helvite group which consist domi-
nantly of the iron component, Fe+BerSirOrsS, and genthelvite should refer
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to members which consist dominantly of the zinc component,

ZnaBeaSirOrzS.
Cooke's (5) analyses of danalite from Rockport and Gloucester, Mass.,

yield only 55 per cent of the iron component together with 32 per cent

and 34 per cent, respectively, of the zinc component. It is interesting to

recall Cooke's reason for giving the then (1866) new name danalite to this

mineral. He says: "In its peculiar constitution the new mineral is allied

to Helvin, although the two species have no outward resemblance. The

holohedral character of its crystallization, the very large amount of iron

and zinc entering into its composition, its color. luster. hardness, and

other physical as well as chemical properties. all distinguish it from helvin

and prove the mineral to be a new species." Most of these criteria would

hardly suffice to establish a new species today.

Members of the helvite group may show considerable variation in

properties and composition, due to the isomorphism of manganese, iron,

and zinc, as is demonstrated by the helvite and danalite from the Lower

Star body and the North End Peak areas of Iron Mountain, New Mexico,

where the index ranges from 1.737 to 1.759. Similarly a range of from

1.742 (yellow material) to 1.754 (raspberry-red material) was found for

the mineral from Bartlett, New Hampshire. One fragment from the

Bartlett Iocality showed a rim of red enclosing the yellow variety.

The large, rude, reddish crystals of danalite from Cornwall contain in

their crevices and cavities minute tetrahedra of both reddish-brown and

vellow color, as described by Miers and Prior (23). These minute crystals

"are mostly of the same colour [columbine-red to brick-red] as the main

mass of the material, but some are yellowish, and one was found, which,

while red at one end, was clear grayish-yellow at the other." The index

of refraction of the red danalite (sample obtained from the British Mu-

seum) ranges from 1.756 to 1.759 with most of the grains 1.758. The pal-

est colored danalite (pale pink) has an index of 1.753. The red danalite is

clearer and more transparent than the paler colored variety and evi-

dently represents the variety analyzed by Miers and Prior who state

that in the preparation of the sample for analysis, "the most transparent

pieces were picked out under the lenses."
Some members of the helvite group, however, are homogeneous for

some localities. The helvite from Discovery Gulch shows consistently the

same index of refraction (I.746) in all parts of the deposit, as does the

danalite at Rockport (1.755). The helvite from Saxony shows onlv slight

variation (1.7 28-1.7 33).
AII available analyses of the members of the helvite group are given in

Table 5, and are arranged in order of decreasing percentages of the

manganese component, MnrBegSLOrzS.

179
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16a. F. A. Genth, Arn. J our. Scd., Ser. 3, 44, 385, 1E92.

160. R. E. Stevens, Am. Mineral., this issue.

. Includes 8.66% Mn calculated as MnO.
b FezOu2.267o calculated as FeO.

" Includes 8.59% Mn calculated as MnO.
dInchdes9.77/6 Mn calculated as MnO.
, Includes 8.67% Mn calculated as MnO.
/ withAlro3.
o Partial analysis made on a minute quantity of material.
* Cooke's analysis on Rockport material was checked by Stevens.

On the basis oi interpretation that the members of the helvite group

may be considered as a three component system, the percentages of these

three components, or end members, with the determined specific gravity

(G) and index of refraction (n) of the minerals are shown in Table 7 be-

Iow. The placement of these 16 members of the helvite Sroup on a com-

positional basis is shown in Fig. 5. In this figure, the 2 per cent of the

magnesium component in No. 6 and the 6 per cent of the magnesium

component in No. 9, are added to the percentages of the manganese com-

Donent.
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Tenr,r 7. PencrnrAcns ol couponnwrs cALcuLATED lnou ANAr,vsrs oF MrMepns o.r'
rur Hrr,vrrr Gnour, wrru Drrrnurwno Sprcrrrc Guvrrv (G)

lNn INnnx or Rnrnacrrox (z)

No Locality
Mn Fe Zn
Comp. Comp. Comp. MineralG"

1 Amelia
2 Amelia
3 Norway
4 Schwarzenberg
5 Schwarzenberg
6 Lupikko"
7 Sigtesii
8 Ilmen Mts.
9 Argentinad

10 Hdrtekollen
l1 Australia
12 Iron Mountain

13 Cornwall
14 Rockporth
15 Gloucester

t6 Colorado

3 . 2 5
3 . r 7
3 . 2 0
J . t ,

3 .30b

3  . 3 3
3 . 2 9  1 . 7 4 .
3 . 3 2  1 . 7 4 7
3 . 3 1  1 . 7 6 5 r
3  .33  1  .746c

3 . 3 5  1 . 7 5 8 e
3 . 4 3  1  . 7 5 5 c

3 . 6 6  7  . 7 M e

Helvite

Danalite

Genthelvite

96
95
92
91
84
79
75
70
&
56
.).)
53

22
13
1 l

a

4
.)
8
9

1 6
2 l
25
30
28
30
J I

36

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

14
l4
1 1

7 0 8
55 32
55 34

13 85

a Rounded ofi to two decimals.
b Average of range 3.23-3.37.

" Includes two per cent of the magnesium component.
d fncludes six per cent of the magnesium component.

" Given as slightly under 1.74.
r Probably too high See text.
e By J. J. Glass.
h Given as 7.754 in Dana-Ford Tertbook oJ Mineralogy.

Tasrn 8. Tnrorurrcal Couposrrrons ol urr Tnnnn ColrpoNrnrs

Mn Component Fe Component Zn Component

MnO
FeO
ZnO
BeO
SiOz
s

Less O: S

51.12

13 52
3 2 . 4 6
5 . 7 8

1 0 2 . 8 8
2 .88

100.00

5 1  . M

13.43
3 2 . 2 5

J . l +

102.86
2 . 8 6

100.00

54.54
1 2  . 5 8
3 0 . 1 9
5  . 3 7

102.68
2 . 6 8

100.00

or rrr I{rlvrrE GRoup
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The calculated percentages of the components given in Table 7 are
based on the theoretical compositions of the three end-member compo-
nents, as given in Table 8.

The determined specific gravities, as listed in Table 7, range from 3.17
to 3.66. From a study of these figures, the specific gravities are probably

I 730 |  7 4 5 750 I 765 | 770
DanaliteHelvite I N D E X OF REFRACTION

183

M n 4 B e 3 S r 3 O l 2 S
G  a z o  n  t z z s

F e 4 B e 3 S i 3 O 1 2 S
G  3 3 5  n  l 7 7 l

Frc. 5. Diagram showing the correlation of the variations in specific gravities and in-

dices of refraction with the chemical composition of members of the helvite group.

close to 3.20, 3.35, and 3.70 for the manganese, iron, and zinc components
respectively.

The specific gravity variation lines (heavy, solid) shown in Fig. 5
are based on these values. The following comparison of calculated and
determined values confirms the approximate correctness of these figures.
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The agreement between the calculated and determined specific gravi-
ties is close and indicates that the values given for the end member com-
ponents are very nearly correct.

Tenrr 9. Coup,q.nrsol+ ol Calcur,arun ,rNn Dr,rrnurNno Srrcrlrc Gnevrrrrs (G) lor
rrrn Hrr,vrrr Gnoup

Number G Calculated G Determined Difierence

J . Z l

3 . 2 1
3 . 2 r
3.27^
3 .22 "
3 . 2 3
3 .24
3 . 2 5
3 . 2 9
3 -32
3 . 3 2
J . . ) I

3 3 5
3 M
3 .45
3 . 6 5

3 . 2 5
3  . 1 7
3 . 2 0
3 r 7
3 .30b

3 3 3
3 . 2 9
3 .32
J . J I

. )  . . ) J

3  . 3 5
3 . 4 3

3.66"

- .04
+.04
+ . 0 1
+ . 0 s
-  .07

- .08
0
0

+ . 0 1
- . 0 2

0
+ . 0 1

- . 0 1

u Pauling (25) calculated 3.23 from rtay data.
b Given as 3.23-3.37.

" G:2.626 2.661 given in Dana,SixthBdition, Supplement, p 1032, is a typographical
error for 3.626 to 3.661.

Barth (1) calculated 3.24, 3.34, and 3.57 for the three components.
The last value obviously is too low as Genth found 3.66 for the genthel-
vite (85 per cent Zn component) from Colorado.

fn an attempt to correlate the indrces of refraction with other recorded
data for the helvite groupr indices of refraction have been determined on
as many samples as could be obtained for this purpose. Data in the
literature are very incomplete. Determinations of indices of refraction
have been made for only a few of the analyzed members of the helvite
group. Of seven determinations in the literature only three are for ana-
Iyzed material; one of these (No. 9) is approximate, one (No. 11) is ob-
viously in error, and one (No. F in Table 10) is probably a misprint.
Four new determinations on analyzed mateial, including the helvite
from Discovery Gulch, fron Mountain, New Mexico, have been made.
Unfortunately, material from New Mexico with the highest and Iowest
indices is not available in quantity sufficient for chemical analysis. Nine
additional determinations of indices were also made on unanalyzed sam-
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ples (Table 10) . Published indices have been included in the tabulation'

The index (1.765) given by Bowley (2) for helvite from West Australia
(No. 11) is believed to be too high. He used measured proportions of

iodides and piperine which when heated may or may not have formed a

melt of the calculated index of refraction. That his melt probably did not

have this high index is suggested by his statement that he obtained the

same high value for the danalite from Rockport, whereas we found the

Iower value of 1.755. The helvite from West Australia has a calculatcd
index of 1.743. Confirmation of the suggestion that Bowley's index value
is too high lies in the very close equality of component composition of his

helvite (No. 11) with Nos. 10 and 12 whose measured indices are 1.747

and 1.746, respectively. The specific gravities of Nos. 10, 11. and 12 are
likewise almost identical.

The index of refraction , 1.737 + .003 (Table 10 "F") given for danalite
from Rockport, Mass.. by Larsen (19) (1st edition) is probably a mis-
print for t.757 +.003, as we obtair.ed 1.755 for the identical material
(U.S.N.M. 45943) on which Larsen made his determination.

Tegr,a 10. fNorcrs ol RnrnactroN on UNaNervzBo Mnunrns ol run Hnrvrra Gnoup
(Indices for members marked with a star (*) were determined for this paper)

DANALITE:

Index of

Refraction

1.728-1 .7  34

| 739
1 . 7 4
1 742

1 . 7  4 3

t . 7 5 4
1 . 7 5 5

Remarks

DoubtJul
zt\c

Probably a misprint
I o r  1 . 7 5 7 .

No zinc
Yellow variety

Red variety

Variable, no zinc

D ,

I

H .

Schwarzenberg, Saxony

Silverton, Colorado

Breitenbrunn, Saxony

Butte District, Montana

Iron Mountain, New Mexico
Rockport, Massachusetts

Langesundfiord, Nomay
Eureka Gulch, Colorado
Bartlett, New Hampshire

Anelia, Virginia

Bartlett, New Hampshire
Rockport, Massachusetts

Iron Mountain, New Mexico

Specimens loaned by the
U S National Museum,
No R-3395; and by Co-
lumbia University.
Sample contributed by
WardC Smith
Sample loaned by Colum-
bia University.
D.  F .  Hewet t  (15) .

Lower Star body.
E S. Larsen (19).

LevyandLacroix (21).

W. S Burbank (4).

Sample contributed by
Prof. Charles Palache,
Harvard University, and
similar material contrib-
uted by Lester W Strock
U S National Museum,

No R 3397

see, , I , ' .
U. S National Museum,
No C-2684.
Collected at North End
Peak.
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A large number of calculations based on the indices of refraction re-
corded in Table 7 and Table 10 indicate that the indices for the end
member components are probably close to the values: n:7.728 for the
Mn-component, 1.771for the Fe-component, and 1.740 f.ot the Zn-com-
ponent.

From these established values for the end member components, a com-
parison of the calculated and the determined indices for members of the
helvite group, omitting the probably too high value given for the helvite
from Australia (No. 11), is shown in the table below.

Tenrr 11. ColrpanrsoN or, Cercur,qrpn exo Dnrmurnrn Ixnrcns or. RrrucrroN (a)
loR TrrE Axarvzoo MElrsrns or rrrr Hrrvrrr Gnoup

Number Locality z Calculated z Determined

4
9

10
l2
1 3
l A

1 6

Schwarzenberg
Argentina
H6rtekollen (Christiana District)
New Mexico
Cornwall
Rockport
Colorado

.7 32

.739

.743

.745

. 7  5 9
- /.).)
.744

1 .730 '
1 . 7 4

1 . 7 4 6
1 .758
1  . 7 5 5
1 . 7 4 4

Difierence

+.0o2

- .004
- .001
+ .001

.000

.000

e Not on analyzed material. Average value for four samples ranging from 1.728 to
l .  / . ) J -

Two samples of analyzed helvites have the same index (I.728) as the
Mn-component. These low values may be due to the presence of a small
amount of magnesium which would lower the index of refraction appre-
ciably. Only two of the sixteen analyses listed in Table 5 report any
MgO, one (No. 9) showing 2.24 per cent MgO.
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Values of o6 were measured by Joseph M. Axelrod of the Geological

Survey for the several available members of the helvite group with the

resul ts  shown in Table 14.  The data of  Bar th (1)  and Paul ing (25)  are

included.

T,lem 14. Mnesunrl Var-ur's or dn FoR Mpnsnns ol rrre HBr-vrtn Gnoup

Mineral Locality
Composition

Ao

Mn Fe Zn

189

Helvite
Helvite
Helvite
Helvite
Danalite
Danalite

Genthelvite

Saxonyu
Saxony
Hdrtekollen
New Mexico

Cornwall
Rockport
Colorado

90 10
90 10
56 30
53 36
22 70
13 55
2 1 3

0
0

14
1 1
8

32
85

8.273+.005.  Axe l rod .
8 . 25. Pauling.
8. 19. Barth.
8.21+ .02. Axelrod.
8. 199 + .005. Axelrod.
8 . 155 + .005. Axelrod.
8 .115+.005.  Axe l rod .

u Composition given by Pauling.

The values of @0 determined by Barth and Pauling fall within the

range of the values measured by Axelrod, but Gottfreid's (10) value of

8.52 for a helvite of unstated origin must be considerably in error.
Based on the measurements made by Axelrod, as given above, the

extrapolated values of d0 for the end member components arc 8.27,8.I8,

and 8.10 for the Mn, Fe, andZn members, respectively.
Calculated values of oo based on the values just given, agree closely

with the measured values (Table 15).

TaeLE 15. CouprltrsoN ol CAIcuLATED rtNl Mnasunrn Vaturs oF os.

Mineral Locaiity Calculated oo Measured air

Helvite
Helvite
Helvite
Helvite
Danalite
Danalite
Genthelvite

Saxony
Saxony
Hdrtekollen
New Mexico
Cornwall
Rockport
Colorado

8 . 2 6 r
8 . 2 6 r
8 .219
8.219
8.  193
8.  166
8 . 1 1 4

8 . 2 7 3
8 . 2 5
8 .  1 9
8 2 1
8.  199
8 .  1 5 5
8 . 1 1 5
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